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SUMMARY 

 

This study investigates at evaluating long span bridges using the integrated real-time kinematic 

global positioning system (RTK-GPS) and accelerometer technique. The data were collected 

from structural health monitoring system that installed on Yonghe cable-stayed bridge, China. 

A high-rate (20 Hz) GPS and 100 Hz accelerometer were utilized and integrated to observe the 

bridge behavior. A healthy and damage cases are evaluated under complicated loads, including 

traffic and ambient environmental loads effects. The time and frequency domains and numerical 

model were applied to assess the integrated system. The analysis of the results of the integrated 

system showed high correlation between the GPS/accelerometer observations in both time and 

frequency domains, particularly after occurrence of the damage. In addition, the 

GPS/accelerometer system observations demonstrate the significant efficiency of GPS 

observations for the damage in the time domain, while the accelerometer observations seem 

more effective in investigating effect of the damage in the frequency domain. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Vibration and high dynamic effects acting on long span bridges are critical for their lifetime. 

Therefore, there are many sensors, such as Global Positioning System (GPS), displacement, 

strain, accelerometer sensors are used to measure the performance of bridges (Zinno et al. 2019; 

Im et al. 2013; Chang et al. 2003). Dynamic observation, analysis, identification, and damage 

detection are considered among the main aims of developed structural health monitoring (SHM) 

systems. Thus, this study investigates whether possible of bridges time and frequency properties 

can be detected using integration GPS/Accelerometer measurements.  

The main behaviors of long span bridges are the deflection and vibration of deck and towers of 

it (Zhang et al. 2013). The GPS is considered one of the important sensors used to measure 

structures’ static and quasi-static displacements (Kaloop et al. 2017). The advantages and 

disadvantages of GPS to monitor structures’ movements are summarized in Yi et al. (2013). 

Nevertheless, the measurements noises and errors affect the GPS measurements accuracy as 

presented and discussed in Roberts et al. (2004). The GPS measurements of structures’ 

movements are always contaminated by noise, multipath and GPS errors effects (Yi et al. 2012; 

Moschas and Stiros 2013; Kaloop and Hu 2015). Therefore, measurements’ filtration and 

smoothing should be applied before analyzing them. Furthermore, preliminary studies have 

proven the ability to use real time kinematic (RTK)-GPS to monitor dynamic deformation of 

structures due to winds, traffic, earthquakes, and similar loading cases and to eliminate effects 

of GPS errors (Roberts et al. 2004; Im et al. 2013). Accelerometers are, also, among the sensors 

used to measure structures’ dynamic displacement (Hwang et al. 2012). As such, monitoring 

structures using accelerometers enables extracting structures’ acceleration response up to 1000 

Hz natural frequency because of its high sampling frequency (Chan et al. 2006). 

Recently, efforts have been made to use an integrated monitoring system consists of 

RTK-GPS dual frequency receivers and accelerometers for structures dynamic evaluation 

(Roberts et al. 2004; Hwang et al. 2012). The integration of accelerometers with the RTK-GPS 

significantly increases the measurement production and improves the overall reliability and 

performance of the system ( Li et al. 2006; Meng et al. 2007). In this study, the 

GPS/accelerometer integrated system is analyzed. A novel analysis to assess the full 

performance of structures based on extracted quasi-static and dynamic movements in time and 

frequency domains of the integrated system is presented. The basic challenge is that damage is 

typically a local phenomenon and may not affect the global frequency response of a structure 

normally measured during vibration tests. Environmental and operational variations, such as 

moisture, varying temperature, and loading conditions affecting structures’ dynamic response 

cannot be overlooked. Moschas and Stiros (2013) stated that the frequency range 0.4~5.0 Hz 

covers a wide variety of dynamic motions, including oscillations of most engineering structures 

and earthquake events. In addition, frequency range 0~0.4Hz corresponds to quasi-static 

displacement, for instance slow displacements induced by temperature changes, and the 
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corresponding long-period displacements component are to a smaller or larger degree 

contaminated by colored noise (Moschas and Stiros 2013). Doebling et al. (1996) summarized 

previous studies and methods used for structures’ damage detection, the statistical analyses and 

fundamental frequency changes were used to detect the structures behavior in time and 

frequency domains, respectively. Moreover, frequency changes exceeding 10 % occur when a 

structural modification was implemented that resembled a structural failure (Doebling et al. 

1996). However, in this study, the assessment of the damage effects is presented to 

understanding the behavior of a long span bridge under damage case; and the evaluation of the 

proposed methods for damage detection is discussed. 

 

2. OBSERVATIONS AND METHODS 

2.1. Bridge description and SHM system 

The Yonghe Bridge is a cable-stayed bridge connecting Tianjin and Hangu cities in China, 

Figure 1. It consists of a main span of approximately 260 m and two side spans of 125 m each, 

carrying two traffic lanes with total width of 14.50 m. The two door-shaped towers are 

reinforced concrete members with total height of 60.50 m. After 19 years of operation, repairs 

were performed between the years 2005 and 2007. For that, a monitoring system was designed. 

Different sensors are used in the SHM system of the bridge, Figure 1. Among these sensors, 

fourteen uni-axial and one bi-axial accelerometers were permanently installed on the different 

location of the bridge deck; while one accelerometer was insulated on tower summit point (100 

Hz). Moreover, to measure the wind velocity and ambient temperature, an anemoscope and 

temperature sensors were attached to the bridge tower and deck, respectively. Two GPS units 

were permanently installed on the two towers, while a third one was located on the river bank 

near the bridge as a base point based on RTK observation technique. 20 Hz receivers (LEICA 

GMX902 antenna) were used to monitor the bridge. Using GPS Spider 2.1 software, the data 

was pre-processed in the WGS84 coordinate system. Kaloop and Hu (2016) have assessed the 

GPS measurements and they concluded that the GPS positioning accuracy is better than +6 mm; 

with acceptable accuracy of the GPS measurements. Hence, the time sequences of each station 

positions located on the bridge were generated.  

The data of the GPS and accelerometer were recorded simultaneously, and they installed 

at the same level position of the bridge tower. The two different measurements sets are 

considered in this study as a system of integration monitoring system. For the analysis and 

evaluation of the observed data, local bridge coordinate system was established (Roberts et al., 

2004). The data analysis was based on the data collected and converted to the bridge local 

coordinate system (BCS) in the X-(which shows the lateral direction for the local BCS) and Y-

(which shows the longitudinal direction for the local BCS) directions. The X and Y movements 

are greater than that reported in the Z-direction, thus the Z-direction movements were declined. 
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Figure 1. Bridge elevation and monitoring system 

2.2. Numerical model of Yonghe Bridge  

A three-dimensional FEM of the Bridge was established and implemented using the SAP2000 

software to analyze the movements of the bridge tower. The bridge towers and the main girder 

were modeled using the beam elements. Transverse concrete beams were modeled as additional 

mass elements. Eighty-eight cable elements were used to model all the cables with variable 

cross-sectional area from 78.14 cm2 to 27.10 cm2. In addition to that, ambient environmental 

loads (wind and temperature) and moving vehicle loads as shown in Fig. 2.c&d were considered 

in the proposed model. Also, uniform dead load of 1.90 t/m was used to consider all the main 

girder secondary loads. The main girder was modeled as floating on the bridge towers, while 

both towers are fixed to the ground. Moreover, the longitudinal restriction effect of the rubber 

support is simulated using linear elastic spring elements. The bridge was modeled considering 

the varying temperature and wind speed. Figure 2.a shows the modal frequencies and the first 

mode shape. The bridge first five modal frequencies are 0.3033 Hz, 0.4063 Hz, 0.6158 Hz, 

0.7966 Hz and 0.8151 Hz, respectively. The calculated frequencies are used to guide the corner 

frequencies for the filter design in the next sections. 

2.3. Procedure of Data analysis 

This study is investigating the southern tower behavior, located in the side of the Tianjin city. 

The analysis of the southern tower’ movements in both X- and Y-direction are presented. The 

observations of the integrated GPS/accelerometer system are studied and analyzed in two 

situations: (1) before the damage occurred, which observed on January 17th, 2008; and (2) after 

the bridge damage, which measured on July 31st, 2008.  

The observations of the integrated GPS/accelerometer in both time and frequency 

domains are investigated. Figs.2.c and d illustrate the average temperature and wind speed 

changes and number of vehicles during one January 17, 2008. The traffic monitoring point is 

fixed at the entrance of the bridge at Tianjin direction. From Figure 2, the maximum wind speed 

is about 4 m/sec with average temperature difference of 3.8 oC, and the maximum number of 

passed vehicles 171. Kaloop and Li (2014) studied the tower movements under the load effects 

and they found that the traffic loads are the main cause of the tower movements. Furthermore, 

the dramatically amplitude drop of acceleration (Fig.2.b) is occurred after traffic elimination 

and it is concluded that the traffic load is dominant. 
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Fig. 2. (a) First mode shapes of the Bridge, (b) Acceleration response, (c) Temperature and wind 

speed, (d) Number of traffic 
2.3.1. Data Filtering of GPS Observations 

As per the previous studies, e.g. (Moschas and Stiros 2013) the GPS observations are 

contaminated by noises. Therefore, filters should be applied to de-noise the time series 

displacement components (Moschas and Stiros 2011). The GPS software produces the 

Cartesian coordinates time series of the rover receiver in the WGS’84 coordinate system. The 

horizontal BCS (di), which we examined in the present paper, were transformed into a time 
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series of apparent displacements hi in the X- and Y-direction around a relative zero representing 

the equilibrium level of the monitored point. This similarity transformation was based on Eq.1: 

 ℎ𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖 − 1
𝑛⁄ ∑ 𝑑𝑖                                                          (1) 

Where, i=1,2,3,…n, n are the total number of observations interval, while d the observations 

values represents in the X- and Y-direction. 

In this study, the low-pass Moving Average (MA) filter is used to de-noise the apparent 

GPS observations and to extract the relative quasi-static (smoothed) displacements components 

of the bridge tower. Moreover, the high-pass MA filter (a moving average filter with a step of 

approximately 2 min.) combined with the band-pass filter are used to extract the dynamic 

displacement component of the tower in the two monitoring cases from short-period component 

that is the supervised learning-derived filtering, i.e. before and after the occurrence of damage. 

The low pass and high filter design based the first mode SAP model pronounced at 0.3033 Hz.  

Figures 3 (a)&(b) illustrate the extracted tower displacement components from GPS 

observations in X-direction before and after data filtering.  
 

2.3.2. Frequency Identification of GPS/Accelerometer 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to transform the observations of the GPS and 

accelerometer from time to frequency domain (Li et al., 2006). Also, the frequencies 

components power spectrums are calculated. The frequency domain analysis is conducted for 

the fundamental frequencies of the GPS and accelerometer acceleration measurements. The 

GPS displacement observations in the X- and Y-direction are converted to acceleration time 

series using the double differentiation procedure. In addition, low and high pass filters are 

applied to extract the semi-static and dynamic displacement components of the tower based on 

the extracted fundamental (first mode) frequency from the FEM model of the bridge. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1.  GPS Displacement Components 

The bridge tower displacement components from the GPS observations are discussed. 

The original and smoothed GPS relative displacement observations after applying the MA filter 

during one-hour observation before and after the occurrence of the damage (Figs. 3-a and 3.b, 

respectively). The filters are applied with a corner frequency that extracted by FEM. The 

correlation coefficient (R) between the original and smoothed displacement observations is 0.82 

and 0.65 before and after damage, respectively. This indicates that the frequency contents of 

the filter signals are almost comprises the signal frequencies without information losses. 

Therefore, MA filter can be used to extract the quasi-static displacement components. 

Figures 3-c and 3-d illustrates the GPS dynamic and short period displacement 

component, which comprises the dynamic components of the measurements and dynamic 

noises, during one-hour observation before and after the damage occurrence, respectively. The 

short period displacement is extracted from the smoothed displacement observations after 

applying the high pass filter. After that, the dynamic period displacement is extracted after 

applying the band pass filter to remove the dynamic noises. In addition, the high GPS 

displacement amplitude of both original and smoothed observations is shown clearly due to the 

damage and cracks occurrence in the bridge. Moreover, high correlation (0.85) between short 

period and dynamic displacement components with no displacement information losses in both 
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dates. Consequently, the short period and dynamic components can be used to extract the 

frequency domain components in the case of damage. Therefore, applying the MA combined 

with the band pass filter is recommended to extract the dynamic displacement components from 

GPS observations and these results are concluded in (Moschas and Stiros, 2011, 2013). 

Furthermore, Figs. 3-(e) and (f) demonstrate the statistical quasi-static GPS 

displacement component of one day observations before and after damage occurrence.  The 

results illustrate that the maximum quasi-static displacements are 16.0 mm and 9.8 mm in the 

X- and Y- directions, respectively, before the damage occurrence. In addition, the maximum 

quasi-static displacements are 30.5 mm and 23.3 mm in the X- and Y-directions, respectively, 

after the damage condition. Furthermore, the displacement range is between 40.78 mm and 

32.51 mm before damage, while it is between 60.73 mm and 43.52 mm after damage in X- and 

Y- directions, respectively. The standard deviation calculation is shown approximately equal. 

Thus, the statistical maximum and minimum with mean quasi-static displacement can be 

utilized to detect the damage effect. Herein, from Figs. 2.b and 3.e-f, the damage has occurred 

during July, as the defamations show high values. 

 

 
                           (a) January 17                                                            (b) July 31 
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(e) January 17                                                            (f) July 31 

Fig. 3. GPS Observations and MA Smoothing Filter of One Hour Observations in X-

direction 
 

3.2.  Comparative Dynamic Displacements of GPS and Accelerometer Measurements 

Figure 4 shows the maximum dynamic displacement component of the tower 24-hours 

observations in both X- and Y-directions before and after the damage, respectively. The GPS 

dynamic component is calculated as illustrated in the previous section, while the accelerometer 

dynamic component is derived from the double integration of the recorded acceleration time 

histories with the band pass filter (Hwang et al., 2012). The band pass filter is applied with a 

corner frequency (0.3033 Hz) that represents the bridge fundamental frequency calculated from 

the FEM. 

The quantitative comparison of both the GPS observations dynamic displacement and 

the accelerometer observations integrated dynamic displacement may not be realistic, since the 

static and quasi-static displacement components are missing from the accelerometer-derived 

displacement results (Li et al., 2006). Figure 4-(a) illustrates good correlation (0.63) between 

the GPS and accelerometer observations maximum dynamic displacement in the X-direction, 

which represents the bridge tower cables direction, in the undamaged monitoring case on 

January 17th. This result indicates that the tower vibrations totally depend on the cables forces 

and vibrations. In addition, Fig. 4-(b) shows less correlation (0.41) due to the lack of dynamic 

vibrations in the Y-direction. This direction is only affected by wind forces and the relative 

vehicle case of loading on the two-lanes of the main girder. 

The damage effect increased the correlation between the GPS and accelerometer 

maximum dynamic displacement in both directions. Fig. 4-(c) shows high correlation (0.87) 

between the maximum dynamic displacement of both GPS and accelerometer X-direction, 

while the correlation is lower (0.66) in Y-direction as shown in Fig. 4-(d). It also can be noticed 

due to the damage occurrence that the maximum dynamic displacements of GPS are increased 

by 10 to 15 times; thus; the maximum dynamic displacements of the accelerometer observations 

are slightly increased. Furthermore, It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the dynamic displacement 

range (min. ~ max.), mean and standard deviation (SD) of maximum dynamic components in 

X-direction of the accelerometer observations is (0.06~0.68 mm), 0.34 mm and 0.18mm, 

respectively; while it is (0.44~1.76 mm), 0.98 mm and 0.34 mm, respectively, for the GPS 

observations, before the damage occurrence. In addition, after the damage and cracks 
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occurrence, the dynamic displacement range, mean and SD turns into (0.03~1.36 mm), 0.75 

mm and 0.42mm, respectively, for the accelerometer observations, and (3.15~25.0 mm), 13.97 

mm and 5.68 mm, respectively, for the GPS observations. Similarly, in Y–direction, the 

dynamic displacement range, mean and SD of the accelerometer observations changes from 

(0.004~0.015 mm), 8.5e-3 mm, 3e-3 mm to (0.002~0.032 mm), 18.7e-3 mm, 9.1e-3 mm, before 

and after the damage occurrence, respectively. While, the displacement range, mean and SD 

turns from (0.31~1.32 mm), 0.76 mm, 0.23 mm to (1.50~16.16 mm), 10.1 mm, 3.53 mm for 

the GPS observations due to the damage occurrence. Furthermore, F-test statistical analysis of 

dynamic displacement in the two directions of the movements with a 5 % level of significant 

based on a reference point was determined before the bridge loading (Kaloop and Li (2009)), 

show that the tower deformations are insignificant before damage occurred; while the 

deformation of the tower is high significant after the damage and cracks investigation, 

especially for the GPS monitoring system. It means that the statistical analysis of dynamic 

behavior can be used to detect the damage of bridge. 

In addition, it can be noticed from Fig. 4-(c)&(d) that dynamic displacement for both 

GPS and accelerometer has fallen dramatically after the observation hour 18:00, where after 

that hour, the traffic and vehicle passage was prevented to observe the bridge tower 

displacement due to this prevention (Li et al. 2014), as shown in Fig. 2-(b). These results 

indicate that the effective load on the bridge deck and tower dynamic displacements is the 

vehicle-moving load. Finally, it can be concluded that using the bridge tower integrated system 

of GPS/accelerometer observations can be useful to detect the bridge cracks and damage effects, 

particularly in the bridge cables direction in time domain analysis. 
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(c) After Damage: X-direction                      (d) After Damage: Y-direction 

Fig. 4. Maximum Dynamic Displacement Component of GPS and Accelerometer 

Observations of the Bridge Tower in Both Horizontal Directions 

 

3.3.  Comparative Fundamental Frequencies of GPS and Accelerometer Measurements  

Table 1 illustrates the fundamental (first mode, which commonly used in the damage 

evaluations (Doebling et al. 1996)) frequencies of the measured acceleration of the 

accelerometer sensor and the differentiated acceleration from the GPS displacement 

observations in the two horizontal directions for one day measurements. Table 1 illustrates that 

the fundamental frequencies range in X-direction of the measured acceleration of the 

accelerometer observations is (0.32-0.37) Hz and; while it is (0.21-0.37) Hz for the GPS 

calculated acceleration, before the damage occurrence. In addition, after the damage and cracks 

occurrence, the fundamental frequencies range turns into (0.25-0.27) Hz for the accelerometer 

observations, and (0.23-0.35) Hz for the GPS calculated acceleration observations. This 

variation in the frequency calculations occur because the accuracy of accelerometer for 

estimating dynamic behavior is high. Also, it can be noticed From Table 1 that the fundamental 

frequencies range of the accelerometer observations changes in Y-direction from (0.28-0.35) 

Hz to (0.25-0.28) Hz before the damage occurrence. While, the fundamental frequencies range 

turns from (0.23-0.39) Hz into (0.21-0.35) Hz for the GPS calculated acceleration after the 

damage occurrence. In addition, it can be noticed from Table 1 that the frequency range from 

the GPS observations is higher than that calculated from acceleration observations. In addition, 

it can be shown that the GPS fundamental frequency after traffic prevention (after hr 18:00) 

give non-conflicting results, while the accelerometer frequency range is approximately constant 

before and after the traffic prevention condition. However, the accelerometer is more sensitive 

in the damage detection in both horizontal direction of the bridge tower the frequency domain 

analysis. Furthermore, relative changes of frequencies (RC=absolute (frequency before damage 

- frequency after damage)*100/frequency before damage) are presented in Table 1. From the 

RC calculations values, the relative change of the fundamental frequency of GPS measurements 

in-between the healthy and damage cases are 0~31.6 and 0~35% in X- and Y- directions, 

respectively. Also, the range of the relative change of the accelerometer measurements in X and 

Y directions are 12.67~29.07 % and 4.47~27.01 %, respectively. 

The previous results indicate that the fundamental frequency calculations of both the 

accelerometer and GPS observations gave close values to the fundamental frequency of the 
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bridge FEM in both X- and Y-direction before the damage occurrence on January 17th. In 

addition, due to the damage effect, the mean of the fundamental frequencies’ changes of the 

accelerometer in between the two monitoring cases of the acceleration observations of the 

bridge tower decreased by 21 % and 17 % in the X- and Y-direction, respectively, and these 

values refer that the damage of bridge is occurred (Doebling et al., 1996). Furthermore, the 

damage has slightly changed the fundamental frequencies of the calculated GPS acceleration 

measurements in both horizontal directions. These results imply that both the GPS and 

accelerometer can be used to detect the damage effect on the bridge tower separately; but the 

accelerometer observations are shown more effective in investigating the damage effect in the 

frequency domain analysis. 

 

Table 1. Fundamental Frequencies and Relative Changes of the GPS and Accelerometer 

Acceleration Observations in X- And Y-Direction Before and After the Damage Occurrence 

Time 

(h) 

X-direction Y-direction 

GPS (Jan-

Jul)(Hz) RC(%) 

Acc(Jan-

Jul)(Hz) RC(%) 

GPS (Jan-

Jul)(Hz) RC(%) 

Acc(Jan-

Jul)(Hz) RC(%) 

1 0.27-0.23  14.26  0.33-0.26  21.12  0.31-0.21  31.26  0.33-0.26  21.12  

2 0.25-0.25 0.00  0.35-0.26  23.28  0.27-0.25  7.13  0.33-0.26   20.39  

3 0.33-0.25  23.52  0.32-0.27  16.06  0.33-0.25   23.52  0.35-0.27   22.25  

4 0.33-0.23  29.40  0.33-0.26  19.37  0.31-0.25   18.75  0.33-0.27   17.32  

5 0.29-0.25  13.34  0.34-0.27  20.62  0.37-0.25   31.58  0.34-0.27   21.09  

6 0.29-0.25  13.34  0.33-0.26  19.14  0.31-0.25   18.75  0.30-0.26   13.16  

7 0.27-0.25  7.13  0.33-0.26  19.07  0.23-0.25   8.32  0.31-0.26   15.65  

8 0.27-0.25  7.13  0.36-0.26  27.29  0.33-0.25   23.52  0.33-0.26   20.61  

9 0.33-0.25  23.52  0.32-0.26  17.04  0.29-0.25   13.34  0.32-0.27   16.01  

10 0.27-0.25  7.13  0.34-0.26  21.65  0.29-0.25   13.34  0.32-0.26   17.34  

11 0.25-0.27 7.68  0.32-0.26  17.62  0.25-0.27   7.68  0.30-0.26   13.90  

12 0.27-0.25  7.13  0.34-0.26  22.68  0.29-0.25   13.34  0.35-0.26   24.22  

13 0.21-0.27  27.28  0.33-0.26  21.08  0.23-0.25   8.11  0.36-0.26   27.01  

14 0.31-0.29  6.24  0.32-0.26  17.40  0.33-0.25   23.67  0.33-0.26   20.42  

15 0.37-0.25  31.58  0.37-0.26   29.07  0.39-0.25   35.00  0.30-0.26   12.93  

16 0.35-0.25  27.79  0.33-0.26   21.47  0.37-0.25   31.58  0.31-0.26   16.87  

17 0.21-0.25  18.20  0.35-0.26   26.24  0.33-0.25   23.52  0.30-0.26   13.04  

18 0.33-0.27  17.65  0.33-0.25   21.70  0.37-0.25   31.72  0.33-0.25   23.36  

19 0.23-0.25  8.32  0.35-0.26   24.25  0.29-0.23   20.00  0.29-0.27   6.82  

20 0.25-0.33 30.76  0.35-0.26   24.00  0.23-0.27   16.64  0.30-0.26   14.94  

21 0.23-0.27  16.64  0.33-0.26   21.68  0.31-0.25   18.91  0.34-0.26   22.66  

22 0.29-0.29  0.00  0.33-0.26   20.11  0.35-0.35   0.00  0.34-0.27   19.41  

23 0.33-0.35  5.90  0.36-0.27   26.55  0.29-0.29   0.00  0.30-0.26   12.80  

24 0.31-0.27  12.51  0.30-0.26   12.67  0.37-0.25   31.72  0.30-0.29   4.47  
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The present study reports the assessment of the movement and damage effects of the 

cable-stayed Yonghe Bridge using the integrated monitoring system of GPS/accelerometer 

observations of the southern tower. The tower movement analysis in both horizontal directions 

is discussed in both time and frequency domains under the ambient environmental loads (wind 

and temperature) and vehicle loads in two monitoring cases: before and after the damage 

occurrence. The conclusions can be summarized as follows:  

The short-period displacement component of the GPS is highly correlated with the dynamic 

displacements in the bridge cable X-direction due to the vibration in this direction. In contrast, 

less correlation is found in Y-direction due to the lack of the vibration and due to the high GPS 

signal noises in this direction. The damage and cracks increased the correlation between the 

maximum dynamic displacement of both GPS and accelerometer in both directions. In addition, 

the movement components are shown significantly with damage case. Although the bridge 

damage was located mainly in the bridge deck, however, the bridge tower suffers more 

displacements and vibrations after the damage occurrence due to the cables and the moving 

vehicle traffic. Load changes and damage effects throughout the monitoring time affect the 

bridge tower movements and cause 17 ~ 21 % changes in the fundamental frequency of the 

observation through the selection days. The integrated system of GPS/accelerometer 

observations is useful to detect the cracks and damage effects, particularly in the bridge cables 

direction.   

The results reveal that GPS and accelerometer observations can be used separately to 

investigate and assess the tower movements and to evaluate the damage effects in time domain; 

while the accelerometer observations are more sensitive to the dynamic displacements and 

vibrations in both time and frequency domain. Nevertheless, the integrated system of the 

GPS/accelerometer observations and presented analysis methods are sufficiently effective for 

the movement assessment and damage effect detection in both horizontal directions of the 

bridge tower in time domain, whereas the accelerometer observations are more significant in 

frequency domain. 
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